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ABSTRACT 

Performance  tests were conducted on a jroduction OH-58A helicopter 
to determine  compliance with performance guarantees outlined  in the 
detail   specification and  approved revisions, and also  to provide 
information  for the operator's  manual.     Testing was performed by the 
US Army Aviation Systems Test  Activity,  Edwards Air Force Base,  Cali- 
fornia,  during the  period between 19 August 1969 and 13 January 1970. 
The testing consisted of 99 flights  totaling 62.5 productive hours. 
The OH-58A met or exceeded all  of the contractual  performance  guaran- 
tees.     The engine  inlet  loses with the particle separator installed 
exceeded the  limits of  the detail specification.     A single flight at 
cold  temperatures   indicated that level  flight performance is  signifi- 
cantly affected by compressibility.     Although all contractual hover 
performance  guarantees were met,  the helicopter  could not hover out of 
ground  effect on a 950F day at   gross weights greater  than 2930 pounds 
with  the particle  separator installed.     Under moderate  temperature 
conditions,   the performance capabilities of the OH-58A are satisfactory 
for mission  accomplishment.     It  is recommended  that consideration be 
given  to increasing the utility of the OH-58A by installing a more 
powerful engine. 

iv 
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FOREWORD 

Throughout  the performance evaluation,   technical support was pro- 
vidtd  under  contract  by the airframe manufacturer.   Bell Helicopter 
Company,  Fort  Worth,  Texas;  and   the engine manufacturer,  Allison 
Division of General  Motors Corporation,  Indianapolis,  Indiana. 
Instrumentation calibration,  emergency  fire   fighting, scientific 
photography  and medical support were provided by the US Air Force 
Flight  Test   Center,   Edwards Air  Force Base,   California. 
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INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

1.     In   1%7,   thf US   Army  Aviation  Systems Test   Activity   (USAASTA) 
conducted a  preliminary evaluation of  a  production Model   2übA 
(JetKanger)   helicopter manufactured by   Bell   Helicopter Company. 
A contract was  awarded to   Bell  Helicopter Company   in   1968  to  pro- 
duce   for   the   US Army  a Light  Observation Helicopter   (LOH)   desig- 
nated  the OH-58A.     Authority  for  USAASTA to  conduct   engineering 
flight   tests  of a production OH-58A was  issued by  the  Project 
Manager,   US Army Materiel   Command  in a  test  directive  7  August   1968 
(ref  1,   app   I").     Performance  tests were conducted  at   Edwards  Air 
Force  Base,  California,  and at  auxiliary test  sites  near  Bakers- 
field and  Bishop,  California. 

TEST OBJECTIVES 

2.    The objectives  of the   test  program were as follows: 

a. To determine compliance with detail specification guarantees 
(ref 2,   app  I). 

b. To provide performance data, with and without the XM27E1 
armament system installed, for incorporation into the operator's 
manual  and other publications. 

DESCRIPTION 

3.    The OH-58A Light Observation Helicopter  employs  a single main 
rotor and an antitorque tail rotor of  the two-bladed,  semirigid, 
teetering type.    The tail   rotor also has a delta-three coupling.    The 
cockpit  provides side-by-side seating  for a crew of  two   (pilot and 
copilot/observer),   and the  cargo compartment has  provisions  for two 
passengers.     Dual  flight  controls are  provided.    The cyclic and col- 
lective  controls are of the hydraulically boosted,   irreversible type, 
and  the antitorque  control   is unboosted.    The main landing gear is 

. of the   fixed,   energy-absorbing skid type.    The helicopter is  powered 
by an Allison T63-A-700 free gas  turbine engine with a takeoff power 
rating of 317  shaft  horsepower   (shp)  under sea-level   (SL),  standard- 
day, uninstalled conditions.    The main transmission has a rating of 
270 shp   (maximum continuous) with a takeoff  power  limit of  317 shp 
(5-minute rating).     More detailed aircraft  information may be  found 
in appendix II. 
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4.     The  XM27E1   armament  system consists  of one XM13A  lil^h-rate 
7.62 millimeter   (mm)   gun  (GAL'-2B/A)  with mount,   feed  system and 
ammunition boxes,  and  one  StfOBl   sight   for  pilot operation.     The 
weapon system  is  mounted on   the   left  side of  the helicopter  near 
the  longitudinal  center of   gravity   (eg).     The  XM134  gun   is  adjust- 
able  in  elevation  from 5 degrees   above  to  20 degrees  below waterline 
zero and   is operated  by either the pilot or copilot/observer. 

SCOPE OF  TEST 

5. The  OH-58 was evaluated  with   respect   to   its guaranteed  mission 
capabilities as defined in   the detail  specification.    The   flight 
restrictions and operating  limitations observed durinp this  eval- 
uation were as  specified in  the  Federal Aviation Administration   (FAA) 
approved operator's manual with exceptions specifically approved by 
the US Army Aviation  Systems  Command   (USAAVSCOM). 

6. Performance  tests were conducted in both the armed and  unarmed 
configurations,   primarily with all doors  installed,     in order to 
determine  the effect of door removal on level   flight  performance, 
tests were also  conducted  in the  armed configuration with various 
door combinations.    Gross weight was varied  from the  lightest obtain- 
able to  the maximum design weight.    A mission eg location at  an 
approximate fuselage  station   (FS)   of 107  inches was  used   for all 
tests except for two level-flight  speed-power  polars  that  were  flown 
to determine the effect of eg change.    Additional tests were con- 
ducted to  determine the increase   in power required  for level  flight 
with sideslip,  as well as level  flight at higher main rotor  tip Mach 
numbers.     One flight was conducted with the particle separator removed 
in order   to determine  the difference la engine  inlet  losses.     All 
other tests were  flown with  the  particle separator   installed. 

7. A total of 99 flights were conducted,  consisting of 62.5 produc- 
tive hours, at  Edwards Air  Force  Base,  Bakersfield,   and Bishop,  Cali- 
fornia. 

METHODS  OF TEST 

8.     Flight  test methods used  for data acquisition are briefly 
described  in each subtest section of this report and also  in the 
test plan   (ref 3,  app  I).    Appendix III outlines the reduction 
methods used to analyze and   evaluate the data  in order to deter- 
mine performance capabilities and  compliance with contractual guar- 
antees.     All tests were conducted  under nonturbulent  atmospheric 
conditions  to preclude uncontrolled disturbances influencing the 
results. 
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4.  The XK27E1 armament system consists of one XM134 hi^li-ratc 
7.62 millimeter (mm) gun (GAU-2B/A) with mount, feed system and 
ammunition boxes, and one XM70K1 sight for pilot operation.  The 
weapon system is mounted on the left side of the helicopter near 
the longitudinal center of gravity (eg).  The XM13A gun is adjust- 
able in elevation from 5 degrees above to 20 degrees below waterline 
zero and is operated by either the pilot or copilot/observer. 

SCOPE OF TEST 

5. The OH-58 was evaluated with respect to its guaranteed mission 
capabilities as defined in the detail specification. The flight 
restrictions and operating limitations observed during this eval- 
uation were as specified in the Federal Aviation Administrj»"ion (FAA) 
approved operator's manual with exceptions specifically approved by 
the US Army Aviation Systems Command (USAAVSCOM). 

6. Performance tests were conducted in both the armed and unarmed 
configurations, primarily with all doors installed.  In order to 
determine the effect of door removal on level flight performance, 
tests were also conducted in the armed configuration with various 
door combinations. Gross weight was varied from the lightest obtain- 
able to the maximum design weight.  A mission eg location at an 
approximate fuselage station (FS) of 107 inches was used for all 
tests except for two level-flight speed-power polars that were flown 
to determine the effect of eg change. Additional tests were con- 
ducted to determine the increase in power required for level flight 
with sideslip, as well as level flight at higher main rotor tip Mach 
numbers.  One flight was conducted with the particle separator removed 
in order to determine the difference in engine inlet losses.  All 
other tests were flown with the particle separ ^or installed. 

7. A total of 99 flights were conducted, consisting of 62.5 produc- 
tive hours, at Edwards Air Force Base, Bakersfield, and Bishop, Cali- 
fornia. 

METHODS OF TEST 

8. Flight test methods used for data acquisition are briefly 
described in each subtest section of this report and also in the 
test plan (ref 3, app 1). Appendix III outlines the reduction 
methods used to analyze and evaluate the data in order to deter- 
mine performance capabilities and compliance with contractual guar- 
antees. All tests were conducted under nonturbulent atmospheric 
conditions to preclude uncontrolled disturbances influencing the 
results. 
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t».  Aii OH-oSA helicopter (S/N 68-l()ft93) was equipped with sensitive, 
(.alibrateJ instrumentation.  A detailed list of the test Instrumen- 
t.ti-on is presented in appendix IV.  Fhotographs of the cockpit and 
cabin Instrumentation are found in appendix V.  Qualitative pilot 
comments were used to aid in the analysis of data and to assist in 
the overall assessment of the performance characteristics of the 
UH--D8A. 

CHRONOLOGY 

10.  The chronology of the OI1-58A test program is as follows: 

Test directive Issued 
Test plan submitted (revised) 
Test plan approved 
Test aircraft received 
Tests started 
Calibrated engine Installed 
Tests completed 13 January 1970 
Draft report submitted May    1970 

7 August 1968 
May 1969 
July 1969 

3 July 1969 
18 August 1969 
23 August 1969 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

GENERAL 

11.  Test results indicate that the  performance capabilities of the 
0H-5äA helicopter are satisfactory for mission accomplishment under 
moderate temperature conditions.  At cold temperatures and high 
advancing tip Mach numbers, compressibility effects significantly 
decrease the level flight performance.  On a hot day (950F), the 
OH-58A helicopter lacks the power available for out of ground effect 
(OGE) hover capability at gross weights greater than 2930 pounds. 
All detail specification performance guarantees were met or exceeded. 
Guarantee compliance was based on fuel-flow and power-available data 
presented in the T63-A-700 engine model specification (ref 4, app 1) 
without the particle separator installed. This particle-separator- 
removed condition was a contractual agreement defined in the detail 
specification.  Definitions of configuration I and II gross weights, 
which were used for all of the guarantee compliances, are summarized 
In table 1.  Table 2 summarizes performance guarantee results at 
354 rotor rpm based on the engine inlet losses without the particle 
separator Installed. 

12. The test data that are presented in appendix VI represent conditions 
with the particle separator installed, except for five plots which 
were used for guarantee compliance and are indicated by the nota- 
tion "particle separator removed." 



I'ablo I.  Guarantee 'Jross Weights, 

lu-m 
Weight 
(lb) 

Configuration 1 Configuration II2 

Guarantet-d «.'mpty wi>igiit 158h 158b 1586 

Crew of two 400 A 00 400 

Engine oil 10 10 10 

Removable armor 112 112 112 

Armor chest protectors 30 30 30 

Mission equipment 170 170 170 

XM27E] armament system 106 0 106 

2000 rounds of ammunition 128 0 128 

Fuel — 3443.9 u417.8 

Total sross weight 2752 2960 

observation mission. 
Scout mission. 

3Fuel required for a 260 nautical air mile range, sea level, standard 
day, particle separator removed; 10 percent of initial fuel for 
reserve, takeoff fuel allowance consisting of 2-minute fuel at 
normal rated power (conditions as defined in ref 2, app I). 

''Same conditions as footnote 3 above except for a 230 nautical air 
mile range. 



Table 2.  Per for manic tJuarantt-e Summary 
(Particle Separator Removed), 

j                        Configur it ion I1 

1            Item Guaranteed Test Results 

FAA certified VJ^J.
2
 , 

j  sea level, standard day 120 KCAS3 123 KCAS 

|  Power required, 110 KTAS", 
!  sea level, standard day 255 slip 246 shp    j 

i  >^axlmum rate of climb at 
1  MRP5, sea level, standard day 1500 fpme 1815 fpm    1 

Hover ceiling at MRP, OGE, 
j  950F day 2000 ft 22A i ft 

!  Hover ceiling at MRP, IGE7, 
1  4-foot skid height, W*! day 5000 ft 5030 ft     j 

Range at sea level, standard 
day 260 NAMT8 260 NAMT 

Endurance at sea level, 
standard c'ay 3.0 hrs 3.63 hrs  ! 

Configura tion II9 

Range at sea level, standard 
day 230 NAMT 230 NAMT 

Hover ceiling at MRP, OGE, 
standard day 6000 ft 6270 ft10   1 

observation mission gross weight calculated to be 2752 pounds. 
2Never exceed airspeed. 
3Knots calibrated airspeed. 
''Knots true airspeed. 
5Military rated power. 
6Feet per minute. 
7In ground effect. 
9Nautical air miles traveled. 
9Scout mission gross weight, XM27E1 gun system installed, calculated 
to be 2960 pounds. 
Extrapolated from test data. 10 



t'tRRjiCV HAIUCTER1S FICS 

raki'off Perfonaanc« 

13.    rak«Qfl   parforaanc« tMta vvra conducted to dstannliM the Lot.ii 
Ac* required Lu cl-'ar a SO-'öuL übstaiic under conditlOM wiu-re 

i ,  'i' i A cannot •CCOapllth >» vertical L.iKt-otf.  iiat ruduits art. 
presented in figures 2 through 5, appendix VI, and are summarized 
in figure L.  All ttktoffu  Mr« iAltiated ttom  ■ stabili.'.ed 2-foot 
hover skid huiy.ht.  B«C mac ot the liiniLcd time avaihibie fot this 
•va jation, only the level acelerat ion takeoff method was used. 
This was qualitatively determined to be the optimum method for all 
operating conditions.  Undei conditions of lar.u'.e power margins (MCCM 
power available ovur power required), the climb acieleration takeoff 
method requires .i ^igh decree of pilot skill and proficiency incon- 
sistenr with normal operational raquirements.  During the takeoff 
tests, re^aidless >! method, increased pilot attention was required 
in order to Balntalfl the desired power latting without, e...ending the 
nuximum t i.-.^olt peer (TOT) limit (74y°C). 

Hovai Performance 

14. The hover -v r for mane e capabilities of the OH-'jHA were evaluated 
IGE and OGE at various skid height-; and gross weights, both in the 
clean (unarwod) and armed configurations.  All hover performance 
data were collortid asing the free-flight method.  A premeasure-d, 
weighted cord was attached to :he skid to precisely del ermine height 
above the ground.  The hover pdrfonumca capabilities are summarized 
and presented in figures 6 anJ 7, apptidix VI, as plots of hover 
capabilities based on gross weight, tkid b«ight and press.a. altl- 
tude for various tempeiatures at takeoff and normal rated power. 
Nondimensiona'; plots of power coefficient (Cp) varsua thrust coeffi- 
cient (Cf) are presented in figures 8 through 14 te I halghtfl 
of 2. 4, 10 and 20 fest (IGE) and 50 feet (OGK). IhM« tests were 
conducted at density altitudes ranging from 235 to 10,110 feet and 
■t ..ross weights from 2085 to 3055 pounds. 

15. All ÜH-58A hover celling performance guarantees were exceeded. 
As stipulated, the model engine specification power availalle (with- 
out tl.e particle separaro. installed) was used to determine guaran- 
tee compliance.  At configuration I gross weight (2752 pounds), 
hot-day (95*F), OGE ccnlltions, test data indicated a iover ceiling 
of 2240 feet as COBparad to a guarantee of 2000 feet.  iU the same 
gross weight:, IGE (4-foot skid height), results indicated a hot-day 
(C)50F) hover ceiling capability of 5030 feet as compared to a 
50ü0-foot guarantee.  In order to determine guarantee romplJance for 
configuration 11 gross weight (2960 pounds) at standard-day, ÜGE 
conditions, the extrapolated portion of the faired curve was used, 
(fig. 14, app Vi),  The results indicated a hover ceiling capability of 
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6270 t'oft M eoa|Mir«d tu ■ iiiarantM oi 6000  ftft.    Figure A luaM" 
rizfs hover celling tost d.it.i .is coapAr*d to tiic pcrfonuuuM   giuir~ 
.lutee, 

16. Hie huver perfornaiu-e of the OH-58A with the partlcl«  ep IratOX 
instaileii '..as adequate fur niissii>n iiii'ii.pl i shnieiil uiuler Bodcratl 
temperature eundi. t ions .  Standard-day hever per forraiuc dal.i indi- 
cate a sea-level capability oi  hovering OGI at gtoB»  welghti greater 
than the maximum design ^ross weight (3000 pounds) at )3A rpm.  How- 
ever, on a hot day (45cr) with tue partuK  eparetor Lnatalled, the 
0H-5HA helicopter will not hover OGt  at grosi welghti greater than 
2930 pounds.  Installation of the particle separator decreased the 
T63-A-700 engine power available by 7.5 slip at sea-lev^ 1. standard-day 
conditions.  A eomparison between the hover performanee with the 
particle separator installed and the hover pel formam e with the par- 
ticle separator removed is illustrated in figure A. 

17. Since it is not a requirement of the 01I-5HA detail ipeclfl- 
cation, the Lack of a 950F, hot-day, OCE hover capability at the 
configuration 11 gross velght could not bo tensed ■ deficiency or 
shortcoming of tue aircraft.  However, experienced test pilots wiio 
have served in Southeast Asia affirm the need lor a helicopter which 
meets these design criteria.  In combat situations, there is a 
requirement to maximize an aircraft's usefulness in terms of range, 
endurance and load-carrying capability.  The ÜH-58A will, therefore, 
probably be flown in that environment at or near its maximum design 
gross weight of 3000 pounds and in ambient Lenperatures often reaching 
950F.  The test results (takeoff power, model specification engine, 
particle separator installed, fig. A) show that at the configura- 
tion II gross weight, the 0H-58A can hover ICE at pressure altitudes 
up to 2450 feet on a 950F day (5100-foot density altitude).  This con- 
dition will allow mission accomplishment but does not provide the 
safety or design margin afforded by an OCE hover capability.  For a 
normal, safe operation, a reduced fuel load with a consequent reduc- 
tion in range and endurance would be required.  Considering the possi- 
bility of dirty, worn engines, inaccurate calculation of gross weight, 
and other factors common to an operational environment, it is recom- 
mended that the 0H-58A not be flown at gross weights in excess of 
2930 pounds at density altitudes higher than 2200 feet (sea level, 
950F) except in emergeicy tactical situations.  Gross weight limi- 
tations for a range of temperature and altitude conditions should 
be specified in the operator's manual.  Because of the temperature- 
limited design characteristic of the 0H-58A, weight limitations are 
more critical at high temperature conditions than at high pressure 
altitudes.  For increased utility, it is also recommended that consid- 
eration be given to installing a more powerful engine in tin |ill-58A. 
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Climb Perfornirtnce 

lb.  Continuous climba wore conducted from sea level to service 
ceiling to determine the OH-58A climb capabilities and compliance 
with the guarantees.  All climbs were flown at the airspeed schedule 
for beat rate of climb at 354 rotor rpm, and ..t both takeoff and 
maximum continuous power settings.  The climb schedules were deter- 
mined from level-flight data at the minimum power required for level 
flight on a standard day. Although the climb schedule was based on 
standard conditions, tests were flown with reference to pressure alti- 
tude disregarding existing ambient temperature. The data were cor- 
rected from test-day conditions to standard-day conditions and also 
to model specification engine power and fuel flow with the particle 
separator installed.  No attempt was made to correct rate of climb 
for compressibility since the extent of this effect was not deter- 
mined.  Test results are presented in figures 15 through 2Ü, appen- 
dix VI. 

19.  In order to make a valid comparison, flight test data were 
corrected to the detail specification guarantee condition.  The 
calculated value shows that the maximum rate of climb at sea level, 
using takeoff power (without the particle separator installed), was 
approximately 1815 fpm.  This exceeded the guaranteed rate of climb 
of 1500 fpm by 21 percent at the configuration I gross weight 
(2752 pounds).  The computation of the compliance guarantee is sum- 
marized as follows: 

Item 
Guarantee 
Condition l 

Flight Test 
Condition1 

Altitude 

Gross weight (GW) 

Particle separator 

Power setting 

Rotor speed 

SL, standard day SL, standard day 

2752 lb 27A7 lb 

Removed        Installed 

Takeoff Takeoff 

354 rpm 354 rpm 

Conditions defined in detail specification. 
2Data obtained from figure 15, appendix VI. 
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It— 

Rate of climb (R/C) 

Shaft horsepower test (3HP ) 

Shaft horsepower standard (SHP ) 

Power correction factor (K ) 

Weight correction factor (K ) 
w 

Test Value 

l75ü fpm 

300 slip 

307.b shp 

0.7946 

0.94 at 
2752 lb 

Source 

Fig. 15, app VI 

fig. 15, app VI 

Wf. W, app VI 

Fig. 21, app VI 

Fig. 22, app VI 

Formulas: 
R/C  = R/C + ..R/C + AR/C 

s p      w 

AR/C = K x 
P   P 

(SHP  - SHP ) x 33,000 

GH 

AR/C = K y SHP x 33,000 
w   w     s \ CW   ON / 

\  s    t f 

Coaputation: 
R/C = 1750 T 0.7946 

s 
(307.5 - 300) x 33,000 

2747 

+ 0.94 x 307.5 x 33,000 x U L\ 
^2752  2747^ 

R/C = 1815 fpm 
s       ' 

20.  The climb performance of the 0H-58A with the particle separator 
installed was satisfactory for mission accomplishment.  The maximum 
rates of climb (corrected for test weight variation from configura- 
tion I gross weight) for takeoff and maximum continuous pover at sea 
level were 1744 and 1350 fpm, respectively.  Undev the same condi- 
tions except for changinv.'. the gross weight to that of configuratiru II 
(2960 pounds), tb« maximum rates of climb wart 1570 and 1210 fpn, 
respectively. Table 3 summarizes service ceiling results at 354 rpm, 
with the particle separator installed, and at standard-day conditions. 
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Table 3.  Service vJellin^, Sumnury, 

Takeoff Gross Weight 

1        Ub) Power Setting 
Servil'..' Cei 1 in.'  | 

(11)       j 

2,252 Takeoff 2(i,170 

1      2,248 Maximum continuous 25,()(il) 

2,747 Takeoff 21,800 

2,755 Maximum continuous 19,500 

2,960 Takeoff 18,380 

j      2,965 Maximum continuous 17,200 

21. In addition to the continuous climb tests, two series of saw- 
tooth climbs were conducted to determine correction factors for 
variation in power (Kp) and gross weight (Ky).  These factors were 
used to correct continuous climb data from test to standard condi- 
tions.  The first series of sawtooth climbs was flown at constant 
gross weight and varying power.  The second series was flown at a 
constant power and varying gross weight.  The test results are pre- 
sented in figures 21 and 22, appendix VI.  The plots indicate that 
Kp is equal to 0.7946 for all conditions tested, and K^  varies as 
a function of gross weight. 

L«vl Flight Performance 

22. Tests were conducted to determine airspeed, fuel flow, and 
power-required relationships to define the level flight performance 
for combinations of external configuration, gross weight, altitude, 
and rotor rpm.  All flights were conducted at zero sideslip except 
for one which was flown to determine sideslip effects.  Each speed 
power was conducted at a constant value of gross weight divided by 
density (W/p).  This procedure necessitated an increase in altitude 
for successive data points as fuel was consumed.  Tests were conducted 
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at k^rost weights ranging from 2180 to 3007 pounds and at density 
altitudes from 1150 to 15,160 feet.  Nondimensional summary plots 
ire presented in figures 23 through 25, ippendix VI.  Specific range 
summaries for sea-level, 5000- and 10,00ü-foot standard-day condi- 
tions (to include the effects of configuration change, eg change 
and sideslip), are summarized in figures 26 through 31.  Individual 
test results are presented graphically in figures 32 through 53. 

23.  All level-flight performance guarantees were met or exceeded. 
Figure 13 compares guarantees to test results for V^£ and for power 
required at 110 KTAS in level flight.  As determined by flight test, 
the power required to maintain 110 KTAS was 9 slip less than the 
guarantee.  Using the maximum available shaft horsepower of a model 
specification engine (sea level, particle separator removed and 
measured installation losses included), a V^n which was 3 knots 
higher than the guarantee was obtained from figure B. 
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24.     Using data   from  figure  C,   luvel-f 1 iglit  range  guarantees   for 
configurations   i  and   II were  computed  to match  the  guaranteed values 
of   260 and  230  nautical  air   miles   traveled,  respectively.     UM   raiui- 
computations which define  configuration   i  and   II  gross weights  and 
were  used   to check the  guarantees  are  summarized as   follows: 

Configuration  I    Configuration   11' 
Item  (lb)       ObX  

Basic mission weight  without   fuel 2308.2 2542.2 
Fuel 443.9 417.8 

Mission gross weight 2752.1 2960.0 

Engine start  gross weight 
Warm-up  (2  minute)  at  NRP3 

Lift-off gross weight 
Cruise fuel 

Landing gross  weight 
Basic mission weight without   fuel 

Ten-percent   fuel  reserve 44.39 41.78 

2752.1 
-6.21 

2960.0 
-6.21 

'*2745.89 
6-393.3 

52953.79 
7-369.81 

82352.59 
-2308.2 

92583.98 
-2542.2 

Observation mission,  unarmed, all doors on,   sea level, 150C, 
T63-A-700 engine, JP-4 fuel,  no bleed air, anti-icer off,   particle 
separator  removed,   354 rpm,   cruise at 0.99 maximum NAMPP specific 
range. 

2Same as  footnote 1 above except  for:     scout  mission,   armed with 
XM27E1,  2000 rounds of ammunition. 

3Fuel  flow = 186.3 Ib/hr. 
"Specific  range = 0.6460 NAMPP;  fuel flow = 111.8 Ib/hr. 
Specific  range = 0.6068 NAMPP. 
6Fuel required  for 260 nautical air miles. 
7Fuel required  for 230 nautical air miles. 
"Specific  range = 0.6762 NAMPP;  fuel  flow = 105.1 Ib/hr. 
'Specific  range = 0.6372 NAMPP. 
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Formula; 
Range  ■ Average NAMPF  x  cruise   fuel 

Configuration   I  Calculation: 

0.6460 + 0.6762       ....   - 
Range  =  2  x  393.3 

Range  ■  260.01 nautical  miles 

Configuration   II Calculation: 

0.6068 + 0.6372       ,,„  Q. Range  ■ ■ x  x  369.81 

Range =  230.02 nautical  miles 

25.    Using figure C and  the range summary of  configuration 1, 
endurance was   calculated  to be  3.63 hours which exceeded  the 
guarantee of   3.0 hours by 21 percent.     The computation of endur- 
ance is  summarized as  follows: 

Formula: 

Calculation: 

„   , cruise fuel Endurance " average fuel   flow 

■ A 393.3 Endurance = 111.8 + 105.1 

Endurance = 3.63 hours 

26.    The results of   the level-flight  performance tests of the  OH-58A 
with the particle separator installed were satisfactory.    However, 
compressibility may decrease level  flight performance significantly. 
Advancing tip Mach   (%,.    ). which is associated with compressibility, 

is mainly affected by temperature;  that  is,   the colder  the temper- 
ature,   the higher the MM       .    One flight was  conducted at a coeffi- 

cient  of thrust  (CT)  of 0.003480, at  a relatively cold temperature, 
and higher %>..,     to determine compressibility effect.    The result 

is illustrated nondimensionally in figure D. 
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27.     Compared  with  auutlur  flight  at   a similar  Cj as  shown  in   figure D, 
the cornea essibility  flight  with   the higher M^   .     resulted  in  an 

incteastil  coef iicient  of   powvr   (Cp)   at  all   airspeeds.     Since  the com- 
pared   I'I'S were not   identical,   further  substantiation of  compressi- 
bility  may be   found   through a  eomparison of   figures 23   through  25, 
appendix   IV,   with   figure  44«     Figure  44   indicates   that   an average 
increase of   j  shp   is  required  at  airspeeds   between  26  and  115  KTAS. 
A more  detailed   Investigatioo   should  he conducted at cold  temper- 
atures   tu detiiüiine  i empressib i 1 i tv  effects  on  the  performance  capa- 
bility  of  th«  08-584. 

28,     The  unarmed  011-58A with all  doors  on was defined  as   the  clean 
external  configuration with zero  equivalent   flat   plate  area   (Fe). 
Figure   29,  appendix VI,   illustrates   that   for each,  configuration the 
iiureased drag  is  uniquely constant  at  all  C-p's   for airspeeds  between 
20 and   120 KTAS.     Compared with   the  clean  external  configuration,   the 
armed  helicopter with the  XM27E1 armament  system  installed and all 
doors  on  resulted   in an   increased  Fe  of  1.2  square feet.     Also,  the 
armed  configuration with   the  cargo doors off  and  all doors off  showed 
a  respective   increase   La  Fe of   2.2 and  2.8  square   feet.     A range per- 
formance comparison among the various  configurations at   354 rpm and 
configuration   II  gross weight   (2960 pounds)  at  sea level,  standard day 
is  summarized   In  table 4. 

Table 4.     Range Summary    at   Sea Level   (150C Day). 

4 

j        Configuration 
EquivaJ ent 
Flat Plate 

Area 

Reconunended 
Cruise2 

(KTAS) 

Specific       1 
Range         j 

(NAMPP)       j 

Unarmed,  all doors on 0 104.5 0.603          | 

Armed,   all  doors  on 1.2 101.5 0.582         1 

Armed,   cargo doors off 2 2 99.7 0.567         |! 

Armedi  all  doors off 2.8 98.5 0.559         | 

'Fuel   flow based on engine model  specification with particle  separator 
installed. 

2Airspc'ed based on high side of  0.99  maximum NAMPP. 
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29.     With  the   exception of   two   ilights,   to determine   eg effects   all 
Kvel-tllght   performance  tests were conducted   at   a  mission  eg   (FS   1U7.Ü), 
As   may be seen   in figure  30,   appendix  VI,  at   tin-  forward  eg limit 
(KS   1Ü5.2)   the   Fe  increased   1.15   square   i L-et,   while   at  the  aft   limit 
(FS  114.2)   the   Ft. decreased  0.22   square   feet. 

JO.     i'he   increase   in   power   required with   various angles  of   sideslip 
is   shown   In   figure   31,   appendix   VI,  and   Is  summarhied   in   table   5. 

lable  5.      Difference   in Shaft   Horsepower   Kequired 
Versus   S idesl ip. 

Sideslip  Angle 

i        (tet) 

60  Knots 
True 

Airspeed 
(shp) 

80 Knots 
True 

Airspeed 
(shp) 

L00   Knots 
True 

Airspeed 
(shp) 

110 Knots 
True 

Airspeed 
(slip) 

i          5 left 0.8 4.1 9.0 12.2         ! 

5 right 1.0 4.0 8.6 11.8         ; 

1Ü left 2.8 9.5 21.7 29.2         | 

1       1Ü right 2.4 8.2 17.2 24.1 

15 left 6.8 18.8 47.0 1 

15 right 4.7 15.5 40.0 1: 

Autorotatlonal   Descent 

31.     Tests were  conducted   to determine   the autorotatlonal  descent 
performance characteristics of  the 0H-58A.    Test results were satis- 
factory  and are   presented   in  figures  54   through  57,   appendix VI.     To 
determine  the  airspeed  for   minimum rate  of descent,   a series of   sta- 
bilized  descents was   conducted at  each  of  the   conditions  listed   in 
table 6.     During each  autorotatlonal descent,   rotor   speed  was held 
constant,  and  data were recorded  at  stabilized  airspeeds   from 30   to 
80  KCAS   in 10-knot increments.    After   the airspeed   for minimum  rate 
of  descent was   determined,   another scries of descents was  conducted 
while maintaining constant   airspeed and  varying rpm  from 330 to   390 
in   lO-rpm  increments.     The   airspeed  for   maximum glide distance  varied 
from 74.3 KCAS   at  330   rpm  to 81.5 KCAS  at   390   rpm.     The variation  in 
horizontal glide distance over  this  rptn/airspeed range was   less   than 
85   feet.     It was,  therefore, determined   that   for optimum performance 
an  airspeed of   from 74  to  78 KCAS  and   360  rpm  should  be maintained 
during autorotatlonal  descents. 
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Table   6.    Autorotatioiuil   Descent   Test   Conditions 

Gross Weight 
(lb) 

Rotor Speed 
(rpm) 

216Ü 330, 354, 390 

2640 330, 354, 390 

2800 330, 354, 390 

Power-on Landing 

32.     Satisfactory power-on landing  performance was  qualitatively  eval- 
uated  in conjunction with the  takeoff  tests.     The 0H-58A is   capable 
of  accomplishing satisfactory landings  under conditions where hover 
capability does  not exist,  and no special or unique pilot  techniques 
or additional space is  required.    However,  under such conditions, 
precise control manipulations are necessary to preclude touchdown 
with a high sink rate. 

MISCELLANEOUS TESTS 

Weight and  Balance 

33. The test helicopter was weighed before the start of the flight 
test  program.    The weighing was accomplished in a closed hangar with 
electrical  load cells  placed under the aircraft jack points.    The basic 
weight  (empty aircraft plus  trapped fuel and oil) was  1355.0 pounds, 
and  the eg location was at FS 118.5.    This weight compared very well 
with  the contractor weight on the same aircraft which was 1557.0 pounds. 
The  specification guaranteed weight was 1586.2 pounds.    After the 
instrumentation was installed,   the  test aircraft was  reweighed using 
the  same equipment and procedure,   and a gross weight of 1676.5 pounds 
with a eg location at  FS 115.8 was recorded.    Throughout this evaluation, 
a mission eg location at FS 107 was  used for all tests with the excep- 
tion of two level-flight speed-power polars to determine eg effects. 

Engine Starts 

34. The OH-58A engine starting characteristics on the ground were 
satisfactory utilizing either  the aircraft battery or external power 
units.    Satisfactory engine starts were accomplished at field elevations 
ranging from sea level  to 9500 feet  under varying atmospheric conditions. 
No tendency toward "overtemp" was experienced during this test utilizing 
the procedures outlined in the operator's manual, TM 55-1520-228-10 
(ref  5, app I). 
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35. Air starts wen- .uvuinpl isla-d at pressure altitudes from 4000 
tu 11,500 feot.  During this test, the gas producer speed (N^) as 
well as the power turbine speed (N?) wre allowed to completely 
coast to a stop prior to   initiating the restart.  Five of seven 
start attempts were successfully accomplished without complications. 
All successful air starts w\re similar to the ground starts with the 
exception that the turbine outlet t eir.i «.rat ure (TOT) was observed to 
be slightly higher.  One start attempt resulted in an abort because 
of overtemp conditions, a-id another abort was caused by insufficient 
gas producer rpm to effect ligbl off.  After each abort, ■ successful 
start was accomplished after descending to a lower altitude.  One 
air start was satisfactorily accomplished with the boost pump inoper- 
ative at a pressure altitude of 10,100 feet.  Altitude Joss during 
the air start attempts was not excessive and averaged approximately 
1200 feet from throttle closure to power application in t tie recovery. 
The same procedures that were used for ground starts preduced satis- 
factory results during the air start tests. 

Engine Characteristics 

36. Tests were conducted to determine the compressor inlet pressure 
(Pf?) and temperature (Ti,-,) characteristics, both with and without 

the particle separator installed. In  order to compare the installed 
test engine to an installed model specification engine, the cali- 
brated test engine parameters of shaft horsepower, gas producer 
speed, turbine outlet temperature, and fuel flow were measured during 
the entire test program. 

37. For the purpose of the engine inlet tests, an inlet ring with 
three pressure and three temperature probes was installed in the engine 
bellmouth.  The probes were placed 120 degrees apart and were mani- 
folded into one average reading for each parameter. The pressure 
probes were referenced to the test boom static source system to pro- 
vide a differential pressure measurement.  The temperature installa- 
tion system measured temperature directly. Test results are presented 
in figures 59 and 60, appendix Vi, as plots of compressor inlet tem- 
perature rise and compressor inlet pressure ratio (Flo/Pa) with the 

particle separator removed or installed versus calibrated airspeed. 
A comparison plot of contractor estimated losses and test data versus 
calibrated airspeed is presented in figure 58. 

38. At zero airspeed, the particle-separator-removed configuration 
Indicated a pressure loss of 0.3 percent and a temperature rise of 
20C while the installed configuration indicated a 1.5-percent pressure 
loss and a 2.4^0 temperature rise.  The takeoff power available at 
sea-level, standard-day conditions was reduced 7.5 shp by the instal- 
lation of the particle separator.  This represents a 2.4-percent power 
loss as compared to the maximum of 2.0 percent stipulated in the detail 
specification. 
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39.     Tli-    detail   spec i f irat ion estimated   the compressor  inlet  temper- 
atuic  risv-,  ,it   zero airspitj,   tu  be  2.50F  for   both  the   Installed  and 
■   noved   particle  separator  conditions.     Test  data  show a   temperature 
rise of 4.32 and   }.M)0F,   respectively.     The  detail   specification also 
estimated  the  conpressor  inlet  pressure   loss   at   zero airspeed  to be 
1.Ü   inches of water   (H2O)  with the  particle  separator  removed,   and 
stipulated   the   loss with the  particle  separator   installed   to be  no 
greater   than 4.0  inches of v.-ater.     Test  data  show  losses  of 1.31   and 
b.U   Inches of  water,   respectively.    All  contractual  performance 
guarantees were  met;   however,   the   test   data  indicated   inlet  losses 
greater   than  those estinvited  with  the  particle  separator   removed and 
greater   than  the  limits  set   forth   in the  detail  specification  for  the 
parttcle-separator-installed   condition.     The  magnitude of   the   inlet 
pressure   loss,   as  compared with the detail  specification   requirement, 
was  not  sufficient to be called a  shortcoming.     Table 7  summarizes 
the  comparison  of both   sources. 

Table  7.     Engine  Inlet  Losses. 

Parameter 
Particle   Separator  Removed Particle  Separator  Installed 

Estimated Test   Data Estimated Test  Data 

Pressure 
loss 

1.0  in.   of 
H20 

1.31   in.  of 
H20 

4.0 in.   of 
H20 

6.12  in.  of 
H20 

Temperature 
rise 

2.50F j.60F 2.5CF 4.320F 

40.     Figure 61,   appendix VI,   illustrates  the  exhaust  pressure loss 
because of  the  exhaust   extension  installation.     These data,  used  to 
predict  power available and   fuel  flow for a specification  engine, 
were  furnished  by the  airframe contractor. 

41t     The  referred terms of tie engine parameters were used  to compare 
the  calibrated   test engine with the model specification engine.     Data 
on  referred gas   producer speed,  shaft horsepower,  and turbine outlet 
temperature are   presented in   figures 62  and  63,  appendix VI.    Fuel-flow 
data are not presented   because a  problem existed  in  the measurement 
of   the  fuel-flow rate which was attributed  to   the  test instrumentation. 

42.     The  referred shaft horsepower versus referred  gas producer speed 
(fig.   i)2,   app VI)   shows  that   the  gas producer  speed  for the test engine 
was  below the model   specification.     At a  gas  producer speed equal  to 
lOO-percent rpm,   the  test engine  produced 10 shp less than  the model 
specification engine.     These  data   indicate  that   the   test   engine  may 



liave had a dirty COMpTMMf section.  In tlii-se arc-as, the turbine 
outlet temperature and the trend of iuel-flow data show that the 
test c-agine performed better than 'he model specification engine. 

lU_totj7Stajtic System Calibration 

43. An airspeed calibration was performed with the test aircraft 
utilizing the ground speed course and trailing bomb methods.  list 
results are presented in figures 64 through ()7, appendix VI. 

Altimeter Calibration 

44. ihe altimeter position error was calculated utilizing data col- 
lected during airspeed calibration tests.  Test results are presented 
in figure 68, appendix VI. 

Problems Encountered 

45. During the conduct of this evaluation, the following problems 
wie encountered: 

a. Blow-by of oil from the main transmission oil filler cap 
when the system was properly serviced. 

b. Failure of the tall rotor static stop rubber washer 
(P/N 206-010-777-1). 

c. Failure of the linear actuator (N^). 

d. Malfunction of the fuel control (uncontrollable engine 
surge) . 

46. Prior to report compilation, information received from the 
Project Manager indicated that corrective action pertaining to these 
problems was being taken, and modification is being incorporated on 
current production aircraft. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

GENERAL 

47.     Analysis of  the  tost  results  obtained during  this  evaluation 
resulted  in the  following conclusions: 

a. The overall  performance  characteristics of  the  OH-58A 
meet or exceed  the detail specification guarantees   (para  11). 

b. The performance characteristics of  the JH-58A are 
satisfactory for mission accomplishment  under moderate  temperature 
conditions   (para 11). 

c. At  the configuration II   gross weight,   the OH-58A will 
not  hover  OGE on a 950F hot  day witl« the particle separator  installed. 

d. At  the configuration H   gross weight,   the ÜH-58A cannot hover 
IGE on a 95C'F hot day at pressure altitudes  greater than 2450  feet. 

e. Except for emergency tactical use,   the OH-58A should not 
be  flown at  gross weights  in excess of  2930 pounds  at density altitudes 
higher than 2200 feet. 

f. The compressor inlet losses with the particle separator  in- 
stalled are  in excess of the detail specification requirement   (para 39), 

g. Compressibility significantly affects the performance of 
the 0H-58A at high-altitude,   low-temperature  conditions   (para 27). 

DEFICIENCIES AND SHORTCOMINGS AFFECTING MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT 

48.     During the conduct of  this evaluation,  no deficiencies or 
shortcomings were discovered. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

49.    As a result of this  evaluation,   the  recomr.t'ndations are as 
follows: 

a. That the performance data  generated during this evaluation 
be incorporated  into  the operator's  manual. 

b. That  limitations be placed on  the use of  the 0H-58A at 
combined high-gross-weight/high-ambient-temperature conditions. 

c. That consideration be given  to  increasing the utility of 
the Oh-58A by Installing a more powerful engine. 

d. That additional engineering tests be conducted to  further 
define compressibility effects. 
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APPENDIX il. GENERAL AIRCRAFT INFORMATION 

DIMENSIONS AND DESIGN DATA 

Overall DiMMloM 

Aircraft length (rotor turning) 
Aircraft length (nose to tail skag) 
Width (rotor turning) 
Width (rotor static) 
Height (over main rotor blades at rest) 
Height (top of vertical stabilizer) 

40 ft, 11.8  in 
32 ft. 2.0  in. 
35 ft. 4  in. 

6 ft. 5.4  in. 
9 ft. 7.Ü  in. 
I ft. 1.5  in. 

Main Rutor 

Number of blades 
Diameter 
Blade  chord   (constant) 
Solidity 
Blade twist angle 
Hub precone angle 
Airfoil section thickness 
Airfoil type 

35  ft,   4  in. 
1.08  ft 
0.0390 
-10.6  deg linear 
3.0  deg 
11.3% 
Modified  "droop- 
snoot" airfoil 

lail  Rotor 

Number of blades 
Diameter 
Blade chord 
Blade twist: angle 
Hub precone angle 
Airfoil section designation 

and thickness (constant) 

2 
5 ft, 2 in. 
0.4375 ft 
0 deg 
0 deg 
NAGA 0012.5 

Control Travel 

Cyclic stick (measured at center of grip): 
Longitudinal 

Lateral 

Collective stick (measured at center of grip) 
Antitorquc pedals (from neutral) 

6.0 in. fwd 
6.0 in. aft 
5.15 in. right 
5.15 in. left 
10.15 in. 
3.43 in. fwd 
3.43 in. aft 
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101 to 103% 
69 3 »c (cont). 
749 •e (5 mln) 
347 to 354  rpm 
33Ü to 390 rpm 
120 KIAS 
79 3Si (cont), 
92  i 3Si (max) 

Zeat  Ratio 

Engine to main rotor 17.44:1 
Engine to tail rotor 2.353:1 

Operating Liraltationd 

Power turbine bpeed (N^) 
Turbine outlet temperature (TOT) 

Rotor rpm (power on) 
Rotor rpm (power off) 
Maximum airspeed (.V^^), sea level 
Torque 

Powtirplant 

Aircraft power is provided by an Allison T63-A-700 free gas turbine 
engine which has a nominal rating of 270 shp at lüO-percent N2.  As 
installed in the Ü11-5ÖA, the engine is limited by either the output 
■baft torque or the gas producer turbine outlet temperature. 
For maximum continusous operation, these limits are 249 ft-lb torque 
(270 shp) at 6000 rpm or 6930C TOT, whichever is reached first.  The 
takeoff power (maximum of 5 minutes continuous operation) limits 
are 293 Lc-lb torque (317 shp) or 7490C.  The engine consists of a 
multistage axial-centrifugal flow compressor, a single combustion 
chamber, a two-stage gas producer turbine and a two-stage power 
turbine which supplies the output power of the engine. 

Fuel System 

The helicopter fuel system incorporates a single-bladder type, 
self-sealing fuel cell with a total usable capacity of 73 United States 
gallons. The cell is located below and aft of the passenger seat. 
Mounted in the bottom of the cell is one boost pump, one fuel quantity 
transmitter, one low fuel transmitter and one fuel sump drain and 
defuel valve.  Installed in the top of the cell is one fuel quantity 
transmitter, a vent line, a boost pump pressure switch and a governor 
return line. A fuel.filler cap is located on the right side, just 
aft of the passenger door. The tuel shut-off valve is mounted on the 
right side of the aircraft above the fuel cell cavity and is manually 
operated. 



Electrical System 

IN1 i H-5ÖA electrical systems consiat of a 28-volt, direct current 
(L>C) dual bus system and a 115-volt 4ÜÜ Hertz alternating current 
(AC) system. 

The DC system is normally powered by a vented 24-volt, i3-amperi_—hour, 
nickel-cadmium battery and a starter generator.  The starter generator 
is used to start the aircraft engine, recharge the battery and provide 
primary 28-volt DC power for the aircraft electrical system. During 
ground operations, external DC power may be connected to the aircraft 
through a polarized, external power receptacle located on the right 
side of the fuselage below the baggage compartment. 

The alternating current system is powered by a 65 volt-ampere, 
solid state inverter.  The inverter delivers 115-volt AC, 400 Hertz 
to the AC bus. AC power is used to energize the attitude gyro and 
gyro compass. 
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APPENDIX III. DATA REDUCTION METHODS 

INTRODUCTION 

I. I'hia   appendix contains the formulas used to calculate the ÜH-58A 
performance capabilities.  These formulas correct test-day conditions 
to standard-day conditions and also provide the necessary tools with 
which to predict helicopter performance for various atmospheric con- 
ditions.  The following performance parameters are discussed. 

a. Airspeed position error. 

(1) Ground speed course method. 

(2) Trailing bomb method. 

b. Altimeter position error. 

c. Shaft horsepower required. 

i... Compressor inlet characteristics. 

e. Hover. 

f. Takeoff. 

g. Climb. 

h.  Level flight and specific range. 

i.  Autorotation. 
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GENERAL 

2.     The  basu-   nondimonslonal,   heiuopur   cqu.it ions   that   w<. n-   ust-d 
tor hovtT,   takeoff,   climb,   and   Icvt-l-tl i ^ht   UMlySM  an- defined 
as   follows: 

a.     Coefficient   of   power   (C  ): 

SHP x 550 

PA(..R)3 
(1) 

b.     Coefficient   of   thrust   (C  ) 

CT' 
u 

(2) 
pA(i.R)' 

c.     Airspeed   ratio   (u) 

R 
(3) 

where:  SHP ■ Shaft horsepower 

550 ■ Conversion factor (ft-lb/sec per slip) 

3 
P ■ Density (slugs/ft ) 

A ■ Main rotor disc area (ft ) 

fi « Main rotor angular velocity (radians/sec) 

R = Main rotor radius (ft) 

W ■ Aircraft gross weight (lb) 

V = True airspeed (kt) 



A i r speed  Pos it ion  Kt r o r 

3.      Hi«-'   aitsptfiJ   position  error  was   Jet et rined  by   two   nietliods: 

a.     Ground  speed  eourse   method: 

where 

V 
PC 

V 
al 

td 
ic test 

f^ : 0, ♦ (« i t),        

'.Vp = Airspeed position error (kt) 

IC, IC. 

V     . ■  Standard  calibrated  airspeed  obtained   from  the 
ill 

std       ground  speed  course   (kt) 

IC. 
■ Test system indicated airspeed corrected for 

'test  instrument error (kt) 

S ■ Course length (ft) 

t ■ Time required to travel the course distance (sec) 

(4) 

(5) 

v •   = Average density ratio at the average density altitude 
avg ' 

Subscripts 1 and 2 = Reciprocal headings 

1.6889 = Conversion factor (ft/sec per kt) 

b.  Trailing bomb method: 

AVPC " Vcal  u  -  
VIC  t 

(6) 

bomb     test 

where: ^vpr 
= Airspeed position error (kt) 

cal 
=  Bomb system indicated airspeed corrected  for 

bomb       instrument  error   (kt) 
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Altitude  Position  Error 

4.     UM  altitude  position error   for   the   standard  sliip  system was 
calculated  by   usin^  the  airspeed  position error   from  the  ship's  system. 

H 
PC "dSäMS)] 

2.5 

■•V
PC 

(7) 

where:  ^H-  ■ Altitude position error (ft) 

58.56b = Conversion factor 

C ■ Standard-day air densltv ratio at the test indicated 
s 

1C 

SL 

AV, 
PC 

altitude 

1 Test system Indicated airspeed corrected for Instrument 
error (kt) 

• M1.4I (kt) 

■ Airspeed position error (kt) (4, 5, 6) 

Shaft Horsepower Required 

5.  The shaft horsepower required was determined by the following 
relationship: 

SHP = 
2TT x K x GR x ^ x TRQ 

t K 
3J,UUU 

where: SHP ■ Shaft horsepower 

K * Conversion factor to change measured engine torque 
pressure (psi) to ft-lb 

OR ■ Gear ratio of the output shaft rotational speed to 
the main rotor rotational speed 

ND ■ Main rotor speed (rpm) 
R 

TRQ ■ Engine torque pressure (psi) 

33,000 - Conversion factor (ft-lb/min per shp) 

(8) 



Compreasor  Inlet  Characteriseics 

b.     Ihe  compressor  Inlet   temperature and  pressure  char .cteristics 
were determined  by  the   following formulas: 

a. Tjmperature   rise: 

AT - CIT.     -  T (9) 
ic a. 

ic 

where:     AT ■ Temperatur^  difference   (0C) 

CIT       ■   Indicated  compressor  inlet   total   temperature corrected 
for  instrument  error   (0C) 

T =   Indicated  ambient  temperature  corrected   for   instrument 
ic       error   (0C) 

b. Pressure ratio: 

p 
T   ACIP 
_yL = ^^ + ! (10) 

a     a 
c 

where: ?_, ■ Compressor inlet total pressure (in. of Hg) 

P ■ Ambient total pressure (in. of Hg) 

ACIP.  = Indicated compressor inlet pressure difference 
(P,, - P ) corrected for instrument error (in. of Tg) 

T2   a 

P  = Pa at the indicated pressure altitude plus APa for 
c  altitude position error using formula 7 (in. of Hg) 

Hover 

7.     Hover performance was  determined in  ground effect   (IGE)  and 
out of ground effect   (OGE)  by  the  free-flight hover technique. 
Formulas  1 and  2 were used  to define the hover capability. 



Takeoff 

b.      Formulas   1,   J,   and   II  were   ust-d   to  di'U-rmiiu-   th«.'   taki-otf 
perturnianct'. 

(SHP        .      -  SHP at   >   ftV     550  .1 ACp =f  SHP :1   - SHP_  _  at  2   ft» ,1 (11) 

whore:     AC    ■ Nundimenslonal   factor  for  tictil   power   (for  each AC»! 
a plot  was  constructed  to  relate   the  distance   required 
to  clear  a  5ü-foot   obstacle and   the   selected  climb-out 
airspeed over   the  obstacle) 

SHP        ,,   =  Shaft   horsepower  available   for   the   installed  test 
avail ,      re i_     J J •    • engine  at   takeoff  atmospheric  conditions 

SHP at  2   ft  =  Shaft  horsepower required   for  a  2-foot 
req 

hover   skid  height  at   takeoff   atmospheric 
conditions 

550 = Conversion   factor   (ft-lb/sec  per shp) 

Climb 

9.     The  climb  schedules  used  during  this  test  program were determined 
by   the airspeed  for minimum power  required   in  level   flight.     All 
climbs were   flown with  pressure  altitude as   the  reference.     Sawtooth 
climbs were  flown to determine  the  coefficient  of  power correction   (Kp) 
and   the  coefficient  of weight  correction   (t^).     Kp and  K^ were  used 
to  solve  for  the difference   in  rate of climb  caused  by differences   in 
shaft  horsepower and  gross weight,   respectively.     These  differences 
occur when  the  performance of an  Installed  test  engine   is  corrected 
to  a  model  specification engine   for  standard-day  conditions. 
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SU P 
M/C  = K  x ~£ x J3f00ü (12) 

P  P w, 

(13) R/C  = K  x BW  x n.ÜOO fsB- - -1. | 
w   w     • I GW   OU I 

\ s     t/ 

W1UTI
J
:  "R/C!  = Rale of «li::.!) d i 1 t iToiu f dttt to power difference 

P  itt/ir.in) 

I  ■ Coeffioient of power correction 
P 

SUP = Difference in standard shaft horsepower available 
and tost shaft horsepower measured 

GW = Test gross weight (lb) 

K  = Coefficient of weight correction 
w 

SHP = Standard shaft horsepower obtained from a model 
specification engine 

GW ■ Standard gross weight (lb) 

AR/C = Rate of climb difference duo to weight difference 
(ft/min) 

10.  The observed rate of climb was corrected to tapeline rate of 
climb by the equation: 

R/CT . % . Jt (U) 
s 

where:  R/C = Tapeline rate of climb (ft/min) 

—-r*- = Slope of pressure altitude versus time curve at a 
given pressure altitude (ft/min) 

T ■ Test ambient air temperature at the press :re altitude 
at which the slope is taken (0K) 

T ■ Standard ambient air temperature at the press ire 
altitude at which the slope is taken (CK) 
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11.     The   standard   rate  of  clinb was   finally  deterrined   by   the 
suimarized  equation: 

R/C     - l/C_ ♦ AK/C    + ..R/C (15) 
s I p i 

where:     R/C    =   Final   rate  of  elimb  standard   (ft/n;in) s 

R/C     ■   lapeline   rate  of  climb   (ft/min) 

AR/C    ■  Rate of  climb  difference  due  to   power  difference 
P       (ft/min) 

AR/C     ■   Rate of  climb   difference   due  to  weight   difference 
W        (ft/min) 

Level   Flight  and   Specific  Range 

12. Level-flight   speed-power   performance was determined by  using 
equations  1,   2,   and  3.     Each  speed  power  was   flown  at   a  predeter- 
mined  Cj with  rotor speed held constant.     To maintain  W/p approxi- 
mately  constant,   altitude was   increased  as  fuel  was  consumed. 

13. Test-day  level-flight  power was  correct- J   to standard-day 
conditions by  assuming  that  the  test-day  dimensionless   parameters, 
Cp   ,   CT   ,  and ||*,  are  independent of  atmospheric  conditions. 

Consequently,   the  standard-day  dimensionless  parameters,  Cp   ,   Cj   , 

and  us, are  identical  to Cp   ,   Cj  ,  and  \>t%   respectively.    A corrollary 

to  the above assumption  relates: 

m 
3 

where: p ■ Density (slugs/ft ) 

W = Gross weight (lb) 

Subscript t = Test day 

Subscript s = Standard day 

14.  Equation 16 defines the standard-day density (Ds) which is required 
for presentation of test-day data at a standard gross weight (Ws). 



15. From the definition of Cp (equation 1), the following rela- 
tionship can be derived: 

0 
SUP  = SHP x -1- (17) 

s     t  Pt 

16. The  relat ionshi,'  shown  by equation  17   then  defines  the 
standard-day  power   required   for  flying at   the  same  thrust,   power, 
and  airspeed  coefficients  as  on  the   test   day but  under standard-day 
conditions.     Each   level-flight  speed-power  point  was   corrected 
in  this  fashion   to  standard-day conditions  at   the  target  gross weight. 

17. Specific   range was  calculated  using  the  nondimensional 
level-flight  performance  curve and   the  specification   fuel-flow 
characteristics: 

VT 
NAMPP =« rr- (18) 

wf 

where: NAMPP = Nautical air miles per pound of fuel (naut mi/lb) 

V ■ True airspeed (kt) 

W = Fuel flow (Ib/hr) 

Autorotation 

18. The  autorotational  performance was  determined using equation  15 
except  that  R/Cj was  re-deflned as R/Dj. 

R/DT  . ^t . J» (1,) 
s 

where: R/D ■ Tapeline rate of descent (ft/min) 



APPENDIX IV. TEST INSTRUMENTATION 

GENKRAL 

The  test   Instrumentation used  during this  evaluation was  supplied, 
installed  and maintained  by L'SAASTA.     Sensitive   instruments were 
calibrated   to record the  following  parameters: 

Pilot/Engineer Panel 

Airspeed  (boom system) 
Altitude  (boom system) 
Airspeed   (standard system) 
Altitude   (standard system) 
Outside alt   temperature 
Rate  of climb 
Rotor  speed 
Angle of sideslip 
Fuel  counter 
Gas producer speed  (N^) 
Torquemeter oil   pressure 
Turbine outlet  temperature   (T    ) 

C5 
Compressor   Inlet  total  temporature 
Compressor   Inlet   total   pressure 
Collective   position Indicator 
Photopanel   frame counter 
Stepper motor Indicator 

Photopanel 

Airspeed   (boom) 
Altitude   (boom) , 
Outside air temperature 
Rotor speed 
Fuel counter 
Time of day 
Gas  producer speed  (N^) 
Torquemeter oil  pressure 
Turbine outlet temperature  (T    ) 

t5 
Photopanel  frame counter 
Stopwatch 
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APPENDIX V. PHOTOGRAPHS 
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► «Hi*. 
Photo  2.     Cockpit   Instrunentation. 
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APPENDIX VI. TEST DATA 
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APPENDIX VII. SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

SYMBOL ÜF.FINITION 

Pressure ratio based on ambient condition 

t 

ACIP 

AC 

ic 

AHPC 

AR/C 

AR/C 

Pressure ratio based on test condition 

Difference in value 

Indicated compressor inlet pressure difference 
(P  - P ) corrected for instrument error (in. of Hg) 

T2   ■ 

Excess power between installed test aircraft 
power available minus horsepower required to 
hover at a reference skid height; nondimensional 
factor for excess power 

Altimeter position error 

Difference in rate of climb due to power differences 

Difference in rate of climb due to weight 

ASHP 

AT 

AV 
PC 

M 

P 

Difference in standard shaft horsepower 
available and test shaft horsepower measured 

Temperature difference CO 

Airspeed position error 

Airspeed ratio; nondimcnslonal unit of airspeed 

Density; air density 

Standard-day density 

Test-day density 

Density ratio 
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SYMBOL 

^" 
avg 

'SL 

DEFINITION 

Standard-dav   air  dnsitv   ratio  at   the   test 
indicated   altitinle 

Average  density  ratio at   thCy^VsragC  «.iensity 
altitude 

Temperature   ratio  based  on   test   condition 

Main   rotor  disc  area 

661.48 knots 

Shaft  horsepower  correction  factor 

"3 

t 

C1T;  T, 

Gas  producer  and   turbine outlet   total   temperature 
correction  factor 

Fuel-flow  correction factor 

Power coefficient;  nondiii'ensional   unit  of  power; 
coefficient  of  power 

Power  coefficient  based on  standard  condition 

Power  coefficient  based or.  test  condition 

Compressor  inlet   total   temperature 

CIT 

cps 

CT 

ic 
Indicated compressor inlet total temperature 
corrected for instrument error (0C) 

Cycles per second 

Thrust coefficient; nondimensional unit of thrust 
or weight; coefficient of thrust 

Thrust coefficient based on standard condition 
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SYMBOL DEFINITION 

Thrust coefficient based on test condition 

0K 

dt 

e 

FU 

GR 

GW 

GW 

Degree(s) centigrade 

Degree(s) Fahrenheit 

Degree(s) Kelvin 

Slope of pressure altitude versus time curve 
at a given pressure altitude 

Equivalent flat plate area 

Fuel used 

Gear ratio of the output shaft rotational speed 
to the main rotor rotational speed 

Gross weight 

Standard gross weight 

GW Test gross weight 

H, Density altitude 

HP 

Hz 

in. of Hg 

in. of HO 

Pressure altitude 

Hertz 

Inches of mercury 

Inches of water 

w 

Power correction factor; coefficient of power 
correction; correction factor for variation in power 

Conversion factor to change measured engiie 
torque pressure (psi) to ft-lb 

Weight correction factor; coefficient of weight 
correction; correction factor for variation in 
gross weight 
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SYMBOL DEFINITION 

«N 

N. 

tip 

v ^ 

AJvanclnK  tip Mach;  advancing  tip Mach  number 

Gas   producer  speed 

Referred  gas  producer  speed   at   test  condition 

Power   turbine  speed 

Main   rotor  speed 

Ambient   total  pressure 

Pa  at   the   indicated  pressure  altitude  plus APa 

for  altitude  position error  using  formula  7 

Exhaust  pressure 

2 

R 

R/C 

R/C 

Compressor  inlet   total  pressure 

Radius;  main  rotor   radius 

Rate  of  climb 

Standard  rate of climb;   final  rate of climb standard 

R/C, Tapeline  rate of  climb 

R/D 

R/Dn 

Rate of descent 

Tapeline rate of descent 

S 

SHI 
avail 

SHP   at 2 ft 
req 

Course length 

Shaft horsepower available for the installed 
test engine at takeoff atmospheric conditions 

Shaft horsepower required for a 2-foot hover 
skid height at takeoff atmospheric conditions 
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SYMBOL ULFIN IT ION 

SHP 
s 

SHP 
r 

S/N 

S/S 

t 

T 
aic 

TOP 

TOT; T 
'2 

TOT; 

\ 

TRQ 

Tt 

\ 
\ 

T, 
' 

V , 
cal 

calboinb 

V . 
cal 

£ td 

vic 

Standard shatt horsepower obtained from a 
model specification engine 

Test shaft horsepower obtained from a mudel 
specification engine 

Serial number 

Sideslip angle 

Time required to travel the course distance 

Indicated ambient temperature corrected for 
instrument error 

Takeoff power 

Turbine outlet temperature 

Turbine outlet total temperature 

Torque 

Test ambient air temperature at the pressure 
altitude at which the slope is taken 

Referred turbine outlet total temperature 

Standard ambient air temperature at the pressure 
altitude at which the slope is taken 

Calibrated airspeed 

Bomb system indicated airspeed corrected for 
Instrument error 

Standard calibrated airspeed obtained from 
the ground speed course 

Test system indicated airspeed corrected for 
Instrument error 
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SVMBOL I)i;FIN IT ION- 

IC 
test 

NE 

W 

t 

W/p 

Test system indicati-d .lirsjH'ed corrected for 
instrument error 

Never exceed airspeed 

True airspeed 

Gross weight; aircraft gross weight 

Fuel flow; fuel-flow rate 

Standard-day gross weight 

Test-day gross weight 

Gross weight divided by density 

ABBREVIATION 

AC 

AVG, avg 

BHC 

CO, eg 

DC 

deg 

FAA 

fig., figs. 

tpm 

FS 

ft 

fwd 

GRWT, grwt 

DEFINITION 

Alternating current 

Average 

Bell Helicopter Company 

Center of gravity 

Direct current 

Degree/degrees 

Federal Aviation Administration 

Figure, figures 

Foot/feet per minute 

Fuselage station 

Foot/feet 

Forward 

Gross weight 
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ABBREVIATION DEFINITIOM 

lir, hrs Hour, hours 

in. Inch/inchts 

KCAS Knots calibrated aiispetd 

K'l'AS Knots truo airspeed 

lb Pound/pounds 

LOH Light observation helicopter 

MAX, max Maximum 

MIN, min Minimum 

MRP Military rated power 

NAMPF Nautical air miles per pound of fuel 

NAMT Nautical air miles traveled 

NRP Normal rated power 

OAT Outside air temperature 

OGE Out of ground effect 

rpm Revolutions per minute 

SHP, shp Shaft horsepower 

SL Sea level 

SUBSCRIPT DEFINITION 

Ambient 

Standard; standard day 

std Standard 

Test; test day 

Tapeline 

Reciprocal heading 

Reciprocal heading 
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APPENDIX VIII. DISTRIBUTION 

Commanding Genen 1 
US Army Aviation Systems Command 
ATTN:  AMSAV-R-F 

AMSAV-C-A 
ARSAV-D-ZDOR 
AMSAV-b W 
AMSAV-R-R 

PO Box 209 
St. Louis, Missouri 63166 

Test Interim Final 
Plans Reports Reports 

5 5 6 
- - 2 
— - 2 
— - 2 
- - 1 

Commanding General 
US Army Materiel Command 
ATTN:  AMCPM-LH 
PO Box 209 
St. Louis, Missouri 63166 

Commanding General 
US Army Materiel Command 
ATTN: AMCRD 

AMCAD-S 
MOM AI 
AMCPP 
AMCMR 
AMCQA 

Washington, D. C.  20315 

2 

5 

2 

1 

1 

2 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 

Commanding General 
US Army Combat Developments 

Command 
ATTN: USACDC LnO 
PO Box 209 
St. Louis, Missouri 63166 

11 11 11 

Commanding General 
US Continental Army Command 
ATTN:     DCS1T-SCH-PD 
Fort Monroe,  Virginia    23351 
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Test Interim Final 
Agency Plans Reports Reports 

Commanding General 
US Army Test and Evaluation 

Command 
ATTN:  AMSTE-BG 2 2 2 

USMC Lnü 1 1 1 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, 

Maryland 21005 

Commanding Officer 
US Army Aviation Materiel 

Laboratories 
ATTN:  SAVFE-SO, M. Lee 

SAVFE-TD 
SAVFE-AM 
SAVFE-AV 
SAVFE-PP 

Fort Eustis, Virginia 23604 

Commanding General 
US Army Aviation Center 
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362 

Commandant 
US Army Primary Helicopter School 
Fort Wolters, Texas 76067 

President 
US Army Aviation Test Board 
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362 

Director 
US Army Board for Aviation 

Accident Research 
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362 

President 
US Army Maintenance Board 
Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121 

Commanding General 
US Army Electronics Command 
ATTN:  AMSEL-VL-D 
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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Agency 

Commanding General 
US Army Weapons Command 
ATTN:  AMSWK-RDT 

AMSWt-KEW 
(Airborne Armament Flying) 
Rock Island Arsenal 
Rock Island, Illinois 61202 

Commandant 
US Marine Corps 
Washington, I  C.  20315 

Director 
US Marine Corps Landing Force 

Development Center 
Quantico, Virginia 22133 

US Air Force 
Aeronautical System" Division 
ATTN:  ASNFD-10 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, 

Ohio 45433 

Air Force Flight Test Center 
ATTN:  PSD 

SYSE 
Edwards Air Force Base, 

California 93523 

Naval Air System Command 
Headquarters (A530122) 
Department of the Navy 
Washington, D. C.  20350 

Commander 
Naval Air Test Center (FT2:J) 
Patuxent River, Maryland 20670 

Federal Aviation Administration 
ATTN: Administrative Standards 

Division (MS-110) 
800 Independence Avenue S.W. 
Washington, D. C.  20590 

Test    Interim 
Plans   Rt-ports 

Final 
Repo r t s^ 

2 
2 

5 
2 

i 



Test Interim Final 
Agency Plans Reports Reports 

Department of the Army 
Office of the Chief, 

Research and Development 
ATTN:  CRD 7 - 7 
Washington, D. C.  20310 

Department of  the Army 
Deputy Chief of  Staff  for Logistics 
ATTN:     LOG/MED 

LOG/SAA-ASLSB 
Washington,  D.   C.     20310 

1 
1 

Director 
US Army Aeromedical Research Unit 
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362 

Bell Helicopter Company 
Military Marketing Sales Engineering 
PO Box 482 
Fort Worth, Texas 79901 

Allison Division of 
General Motors Corporation 

PO Box 894 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 

Defense Documentation Center 
Cameron Station 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

20 
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10     OlflTMiau TtON ST AT EMENT 

This document   ;   iv   be   further  distributed   by   any  hoKier   i'iilv^ with 
■pacific   prior  approval of  the  CC,   USAAVSCOM,   ATTN:     AMS.W-K-F, 
PO   Box 209,  St.   Louis,  Missouri    63166.   

11      «U»»LtMtNTAH»   NDTt, ti      JPONIOHING  MtLi T AHV    ACTIVITY 

IS  AIMI  AVIATION  SYSTEMS  COMMAND 
ATTN:     AMSAV-K-F,   PO  Box 209 
PO  Box 209,   St.   Louis,  Missouri    63166 

ti      «BlTftAC  T 

Performance  tests were conducted  on  a  production OH-58A helicopter 
to determine compliance with  performance  guarantees outlined   in   the 
detail   specification  and  approved  revisions,  and  also  to  provide 
information  for  the  operator's  manual.     Test in;   was  performed  by   the 
US Army  Aviation  Systems Test Activity,  Edwards Air  Force  Base,   Cali- 
fornia,   during the  period  between  19 August   1969  and  13  January   1970. 
The  testing consisted of 99  flights   totaling 62.5  productive hours. 
The 0H-58A met or  exceeded  all of   the  contractual   performance   guaran- 
tees.     The  engine   inlet  loses with   the particle  separator  installed 
exceeded  the  limits  of  the  detail   specification.     A single  flight  at 
cold   temperatures   indicated  that   level   flight   performance  is  signifi- 
cantly  affected by  compressibility.     Although all   contractual   hover 
performance guarantees were met,   the  helicopter  could  not hover  out of 
ground  effect  on a  950F day at  gross weights  greater than 2930  pounds 
with  the  particle  separator  installed.     Under moderate  temperature 
conditions,   the performance capabilities of  the OH-58A are satisfactory 
for mission accomplistunent.     It   is   recommended  that  consideration be 
given  to   Ir-reasing   the  utility of   the 0H-58A by   installing a  more 
powerful   engine. 
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